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HAMBLETON ISSUES -M.O'Flaherty - 9/1/20 - meeting notes prompt
Minutes of meeting availablilty
Website not as organised as others of WBC
Action website to be checked Action WBC
What detail in minutes as opposed to just audio
Move to recording not as easy to follow.
Action....Action Items will be recorded in text
What is the basis of the delay to Flood Defence Scheme, criteria, factors, does list exist of
proceeding and delayed projects, PB undertook to advise
3 Section 19 reports have been issued in recent years, what monitoring and review has taken
place with regards recommendations. Action LCC rep will advise
Flood and Water Management Act 2010, how does LCC ensure complince. Action LCC to
advise.
Section 21 requires a register of structures and features likely to be involved with flood, is
that register available, LCC have a register copy to be made avaialble. Action LCC

LCC

When does a culverted water course become adopted, rather than having to deal with 30
odd house holds. LCC advised that there never be an adoption, riparian right/obligations
must sit with the property owners. Action LCC should action be required to clear/work on
the drain LCC will be advising the individual owners

WBC

Copy for Hambleton drainage plans requested details supplied Action UU will supply direct
to MOF
Can I ask that flooding issues be proper identified with Manhole, Pipeline and Water course
reference number to aid clarity. Action UU, WBC
Planning permissions Sutainable drainage.
At what point would the council consider objecting to a new scheme on the basis that the
infra structure is insufficient. A case in point is Kiln Lane Pumping station which takes ALL the
sewerage in Hambleton. Action Question to be answered

WBC
WBC

WBC

Section 32 requires sustainable drainage, one conditon of which is that moving the flooding
down stream is not permissable. That being the case the approving authority would need to
know the capacity of the exisitng sewers. Can this information be made know. (Particulars
requested under my Pumping station queries but not addressed)

MSFW

Thank you for forming the sub group, things moving in the right direction but still lots to
addreess.
Attendance at the meeting requested by myself and Parish/Borough Councellor but deinied,
on what basis can you choose to exclude us . Limiting it to Officers to the exclusion of others
allows hoest and frank discussions

MSFW

MSFW

Issues and actions log . I sent a list of issues, which I was told would be addressed over 50%
has been and only noted as to be addressed. The contents list shows 7 items
issues and actions log does not properly reflectall the Hambleton issues.

MSFW

Action WBC Paul Long to attend next Flag Meeting (Roy Peaker will advise when)

Hambleto Carr Lane Coppins/Birkrigg, it is good that works are allocated, but we hope that the long
n Issues running flooding issues that have affect residents and trust it brings a holistic solution that
closes the 7 year saga
Hambleto Kiln Lane Pump station request made for plans showing pipes pumps outlfalls. Axction UU to
n Issues provide details.

